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Abstract : Similar conics are the conics of which their axis are  parallel and their size and shape are 
proportional. Three similar conics intersect at six distinct points are demonstrated to have three 
lines connecting the intersections between each couple of similar conics intersect at one point. A 
theorem is formed from this property of similar conics. Dual of this theorem is also true for each of 
the three similar conics.  Theorems are demonstrated and proved by AutoCAD software which is 
numerical proof. Proving by deductive and analytical methods are still unsolved. 
 

Definition of Similar Conics:  
Similar conics are the conics of which their axis are parallel and their size and shape 
are proportional.

Figure 1 and 2 are examples of three similar conics obtaining from scaling up or scaling down of an 
original conic while keeping their axis parallel.  Both figures also show that the lines connecting the 
intersections between each couple of similar conics meet at one point, O. Thus, theorem 1 is formed. 



Theorem 1 
Three similar conics intersect at six distinct points having three lines connecting the 
intersections between each couple of similar conics intersect at one point. 

Duality of theorem 1 are demonstrated in figure 3, 4, 5 for the group of three similar conics so 
aligned in such a way that the intersection point O is within the group, and in figure 6 and 7 for the 
group of three similar conics so aligned in such a way that the intersection point O is outside the 
group. 
 







Thus, theorem 2 is formed as follows: 
 
Theorem 2 (Dual of theorem 1) 
The six tangent lines to each conic of the group of three similar conics at the 
intersections of each couple of conics intersect at three distinct points which are 
collinear. 
 
AutoCAD software can easily prove these two theorems and facilitate constructing of the similar 
conics by means of scale up and down command. This type of proving is numerical proof. 
Mathematicians are encouraged to prove those theorems by deductive and analytical methods.  
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